Warrior Canine Connection

The Healing Quarters, sited on 80 acres of Maryland State Park land 20 miles from Walter Reed
National Military Medical Center, when completed will provide WCC with a comprehensive
facility where it can fulfill its mission to leverage the human-canine bond to help alleviate
symptoms of post-traumatic stress (PTS) and traumatic brain injury (TBI) in wounded Warriors.

“SFIA is honored to have a role in helping the Warrior Canine Connection further its goal of
creating this important new facility,” said SFIA Executive Director Larry Williams. “As we build
this new Welcome Center together, we also take major step toward rebuilding the lives of more
Veterans and their families.”

SFIA will convene at the site on June 16, 2016 with a team of construction experts culled from
its membership—along with a group of Veterans trained to assist in the effort—to start building
a 20’x20’ steel frame structure that will become a part of the WCC Welcome Center. The center
will serve as the first stop for visitors to the Healing Quarters, and function as a central facility
for meetings, media presentations and similar events.

Other corporate partners assisting in the construction and design of the facility include Aegis
Metal Framing
,
Allied Distributors
,
All-Span Inc
.,
ClarkDietrich Building Systems
, and
Simpson Strong-Tie Co
., among others.

“Our critical mission to bring healing to those who have given so much to our country would not
be possible without our partnership with organizations like SFIA and its member companies,”
said WCC Executive Director Rick Yount . “We are grateful to SFIA and our other supporters
for their work in helping us to create a new facility to accommodate the important breeding and
training necessary to expand the program to more of the 446,000 Veterans affected by PTSD
and TBI.”
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When the multi-year renovation and construction project is completed, WCC estimates the new
Healing Quarters and additional program locations will allow the organization to serve more
than 48,000 Veterans and active duty Service Members by 2025. In addition to breeding and
training, the new facility will provide Mission Based Trauma Recovery services, career training,
and expansion of other Animal Assisted Therapies and forms of integrative medicine, such as
Equine Assisted Therapy, creative arts therapy, and therapeutic farming and gardening.

“The steel used in this building is more than a building material,” said Yount. “It is a fitting
symbol of the enduring strength and resolve of the Warriors who have risked everything to
come to the aid of their country—and of those who now come to the aid of those Veterans and
Service Members.”

About the Steel Framing Industry Association: SFIA is the only organization where
members come from virtually every facet of the construction industry, including steel mills, coil
coaters, stud and connector manufacturers, component fabricators, engineers, researchers,
suppliers/distributors, builders and framing contractors. This broad membership enables us to
identify issues and opportunities, along with programs and solutions that can be effectively
implemented across the industry.

For more information visit www.cfsteel.org

About Warrior Canine Connection: Warrior Canine Connection is a pioneering organization
that utilizes a Mission Based Trauma Recovery model to empower returning combat Veterans
who have sustained physical and psychological wounds while in service to our country. Based
on the concept of Warriors helping Warriors, WCC’s therapeutic service dog training program is
designed to mitigate symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), traumatic brain injury
(TBI), and other challenges, while giving injured combat Veterans a sense of purpose, help in
reintegrating back into their families and communities, and a potential career path as a service
dog trainer.

For more information visit www.warriorcanineconnection.org
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